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Goldman Sachs Asset Management (“GSAM”), including Goldman Sachs Asset Management 
Co., Ltd. (“GSAMC”), fully support the principles of the Japan Stewardship Code (the “Code”).  
We appreciate the opportunity to share our approach and thoughts on these matters with our 
clients and other stakeholders. At GSAM, stewardship consists of the prudent management of all 
of a company’s resources for the benefit of shareholders and other stakeholders, including 
employees, consumers, clients and other members of society.  

GSAM is a full-service asset manager comprising diverse portfolio management teams. Our 
commitment to fulfill stewardship responsibilities is shared globally across the GSAM stewardship 
and investing teams. Each of the investing teams has adopted an integrated structure, which 
includes both portfolio management and research functions. 

 

Principle 1 – Institutional investors should have a clear policy on how they fulfill their 
stewardship responsibilities, and publicly disclose it. 

 
The GSAM Global Stewardship Team drives the continued enhancement of our global proxy 
voting approach, and company and industry engagement. The GSAM Global Stewardship Team 
serves as a dedicated resource to GSAM’s investment teams, overseeing several key areas 
including: 

Proxy voting on behalf of our asset owners to seek to create long term shareholder 
value. Our Global Proxy Voting Policy is available on our website. 

Direct engagement with company management to seek to drive long-term value and 
sustainable growth in our portfolio companies. Engagement efforts, both by the Global 
Stewardship Team as well as by GSAM investment teams, are focused on encouraging 
sustainable growth and long-term value creation among investee companies. We believe 
environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors are among the key components to 
successful long-term corporate value creation, and we encourage investee companies to 
continually improve ESG performance on material issues. Additional information on our 
engagement efforts is available on our website.  

Industry leadership to collaborate, share insights and build best practices across the 
active ownership and stewardship space. Additional information on our industry 
leadership activities is available in our GSAM Stewardship Report on our website. 

 

Principle 2 – Institutional investors should have a clear policy on how they manage 
conflicts of interest in fulfilling their stewardship responsibilities and publicly disclose it. 
 
We act as a fiduciary in the best interests of our clients. Therefore, management of any potential 
or actual conflicts of interest is fundamental to what we do.  In line with requirements set out 
under Financial Instruments and Exchange Law, we have a conflicts of interest policy. 
Due to the nature of GSAM’s business, potential conflicts of interest may arise, particularly 
between or among client accounts, between a client account and the firm, and between a client 
account and a GSAM employee. All GSAM employees must be alert to identifying conflicts of 
interest. In general, GSAM discloses potential conflicts on Form ADV, Part 2 and, as applicable, 
in the offering documents for its investment funds. GSAM has also established, implemented and 
maintains arrangements to identify and manage conflicts of interest, in accordance with 
applicable regulatory requirements. Additional information on our conflict of interest policy is 
available in our Engagement Policy.  

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/us/en/miscellaneous/voting_proxy_policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/institutions/about-gsam/stewardship.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/institutions/about-gsam/stewardship.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/international/en/articles/Form_ADV/GSAM_Form_ADV_Part_2A.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/gsam-engagement-policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
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Principle 3 – Institutional investors should monitor their investee companies so that they 
can appropriately fulfill their stewardship responsibilities with an orientation towards the 
sustainable growth of the companies.  
 
GSAM is committed to promoting and exercising effective stewardship among the companies 
represented in the portfolios we manage on behalf of our investing clients. Stewardship is the 
responsible allocation, management and oversight of capital to create long-term value for clients 
and beneficiaries leading to sustainable growth and benefits. When we are evaluating companies 
we may review a variety of factors such as their corporate strategies, investment and financing 
activities, capital structure, corporate governance, management incentives, resource use, 
regulatory policies and environmental impact, as well as overall effect on and engagement with 
consumers, workers, and the communities in which they operate to assess and promote long-
term value creation. In this manner, assessing and promoting effective stewardship is a key part 
of our investment process that is aimed at advancing sustainable growth among investee 
companies. 

 

Principle 4 – Institutional investors should seek to arrive at an understanding in common 
with investee companies and work to solve problems through constructive engagement 
with investee companies. 
 
The engagements conducted by the Global Stewardship Team are designed to complement the 
engagements conducted by the investment teams. Engagement with management teams and 
boards is an important component of our research process, which may inform investment 
selection. It gives us unique insights into management quality, business model, financial 
performance and strategy and future business prospects. Certain of GSAM’s various investment 
teams conduct thousands of company meetings per year, including onsite visits to companies’ 
facilities and meetings with customers, suppliers and competitors. 
During these meetings we discuss a range of issues as we seek to better understand the 
business, including strategy, financial and non-financial performance. For example, engagements 
may include discussions about environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) matters along with 
other fundamental topics. The purpose of engaging on ESG topics is to gather information, 
assess accountability, and encourage long-term value creation. These meetings can also be an 
opportunity to discuss the importance of a sustainable business model that includes ESG 
considerations.  

The GSAM Global Stewardship Team’s engagements fall into two categories: 

Thematic engagements, which are outbound requests to engage with companies based 
on topics on the “Focus List” established by the Global Stewardship Team. The Focus 
List is maintained by the GSAM Global Stewardship Team with the goal of engaging with 
companies to promote best practices related to unlocking long term shareholder value. 
The Focus List is updated annually based on our observations of local market and 
emerging best practices.  

Proxy & Shareholder Relations engagements, which consist of inbound and outbound 
engagements surrounding voting items. These engagements allow us to make informed 
proxy voting decisions. They also include inbound requests to build relationships, learn 
information on material ESG issues and provide feedback. 

Please see the GSAM Stewardship Report for more information on our engagement activities.  

Please also see our Engagement Policy. 
  

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Stewardship_Report.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/gsam-engagement-policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
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Principle 5 – Institutional investors should have a clear policy on voting and disclosure of 
voting activity.  The policy on voting should not be comprised only of a mechanical 
checklist: it should be designed to contribute to the sustainable growth of investee 
companies. 
 
Proxy voting is an important element of the equity portfolio management services we provide to 
our clients. GSAM has developed customized global guidelines on proxy voting in order to 
execute our voting responsibilities where clients have delegated proxy voting responsibility to us. 
These guidelines, updated annually to incorporate current issues and evolving views about key 
governance topics, allow us to cast votes that in GSAM’s view maximize a company’s 
shareholder value and sustainable growth. 
Our proxy voting policies address a variety of individual topics, including shareholder voting 
rights, anti-takeover defenses, board structures, the election of directors, executive and director 
compensation, reorganizations, mergers, issues of corporate social responsibility and various 
shareholder proposals. Our voting policies are also customized to reflect country specific and 
regional issues where appropriate. 

For reference on our proxy voting policy, please see: GSAMCProxy Voting Policy & Procedures  

GSAM’s portfolio management teams generally cast proxy votes consistent with the GSAM 
guidelines. Individual portfolio management teams, however, may diverge from the GSAM 
guidelines in select cases. To do so, the portfolio management teams follow a formal process to 
ensure that these decisions are rooted in what GSAM believes to be in the best interests of its 
investors and not influenced by any conflict of interest. As a result of this process, different 
portfolio management teams within GSAM may vote differently. 

GSAM uses a third party proxy service provider (Institutional Shareholder Services, ISS, as of the 
statement Effective Date) to help implement the GSAM guidelines. GSAM’s portfolio managers 
and the Global Stewardship Team regularly monitor the recommendations of the proxy advisor to 
ensure the GSAM guidelines are applied correctly in each circumstance. GSAM conducts an 
annual due diligence meeting and periodic engagements with the proxy service to review the 
processes and procedures the proxy service follows when making proxy voting recommendations 
based on the GSAM proxy voting policy and to discuss any material changes in the services, 
operations, staffing or processes. GSAM often meets with company management to discuss 
shareholder resolutions. As a matter of policy, however, GSAM does not generally communicate 
its voting intentions to company management in advance of the vote. 

GSAM’s ability to vote proxies may in limited circumstances be affected by regulatory 
requirements and compliance, legal or logistical considerations. 

GSAM publically discloses its proxy votes. Please access the below link for details of our voting 
record with regard to our holdings in Japan listed companies. 

https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/jpn/ja/gsitm/about-gsam/stewardship-code.html 

 

Principle 6 – Institutional investors in principle should report periodically on how they 
fulfill their stewardship responsibilities, including their voting responsibilities, to their 
clients and beneficiaries. 
 
We disclose our stewardship and ESG related activities as well as upload our policy on 
stewardship on our website.  We intend to update the information when there are changes in our 
approach that we view as significant. We disclose our voting results on our webpage every 
quarter. We also publish our annual GSAM Stewardship Report, highlighting our stewardship 
activities for the previous year. For clients who require additional information, we will provide the 
necessary reporting on our stewardship activities and proxy voting. 
 
  

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/us/en/miscellaneous/voting_proxy_policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/jpn/ja/gsitm/about-gsam/stewardship-code.html
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Principle 7 – To contribute positively to the sustainable growth of investee companies, 
institutional investors should develop skills and resources needed to appropriately 
engage with the companies and to make proper judgments in fulfilling their stewardship 
activities based on in-depth knowledge of the investee companies and their business 
environment and consideration of sustainability consistent with their investment 
management strategies. 
 
GSAM is committed to helping our clients with the ability to deploy their capital in a manner that 
integrates ESG considerations to seek to drive long-term value and sustainable growth. 
In order to fulfill our commitment to stewardship responsibility, to enhance governance in our 
portfolio management teams, and provide greater transparency, we have established a dedicated 
team within GSAM, the Global Stewardship Team, that is focused on engaging with portfolio 
companies to promote long-term sustainable growth. The Global Stewardship Team collaborates 
with each investment team within GSAM to improve our stewardship, and leads publication of our 
annual Stewardship Report where we disclose our engagement and proxy voting activities, along 
with the self-evaluation of our stewardship activities.  

In addition to the Stewardship team, GSAM has over 50 professionals dedicated full-time to ESG 
and impact investing (as of statement Effective Date), in roles across the division from ESG and 
impact manager diligence and selection, to holistic ESG and impact investing client strategy. As 
such, ESG integration is an integral part of the training, professional development, and ongoing 
evaluation of these professionals. 

GSAM has also instituted a Sustainability Council to deepen ESG integration, drive innovative 
ESG research, and broaden ESG analytical capabilities in order to better serve our clients. The 
Council leverages the expertise of ~20 senior business leaders responsible for GSAM’s global 
business and investment functions. Utilizing the breadth and depth of investment professionals 
throughout our global division, the Council oversees seven working groups to advance ESG and 
impact initiatives in key focus areas such as: ESG Data & Research, Climate Risk, Regulatory & 
Control, and Engagement. 

The GSAM Sustainability Council convenes on an ongoing basis, with all working groups meeting 
regularly to drive continued progress on work streams. The GSAM Sustainability Council is 
dedicated to tracking progress through key performance indicators, in support of our firm-wide 
sustainability focus.  

GSAM is actively engaged in a variety of industry groups and non-governmental organizations 
focused on stewardship and sustainability. For example, GSAM became a signatory to the United 
Nations Principles for Responsible Investing (UNPRI), and is also a CDP investor signatory. 
GSAM serves on the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Investor Advisory 
Group, the 30% Club Japan, the Japan Stewardship Initiative, and is a founding member of the 
ESG Disclosure Study Group. For full details on industry participation, please see our 
Stewardship Report. 

 

 

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Stewardship_Report.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Stewardship_Report.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Stewardship_Report.pdf?sa=n&rd=n

